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Research Question

Can the data availability and its 

disaggregation be improved by 

combining two sources of information 

such as LFS and HIES?

Objective:

demonstrate how two data sources can be integrated 

to enhance the availability of disaggregated data for 

thematic analysis



About surveys

Survey Name Sample size Information covered

LFS -2012/13 26000 HHs Individual occupation, employee wages, hours of work, industry, 

absence from work, unemployment and underemployment, job 

permanency, full time/part time status, primary and secondary 

employment details, reasons and methods for seeking another job, and 

unemployment benefits.

What is missing:  Total HH Income (specially Non Wage Income -NWI)

Conducted annually/quarterly basis 

HIES-2012/13 25000 HHs Demographic characteristics of the household members, household 

expenditure on food and non-food items, and household income 

(received by each household member from all the different sources). 

What is missing:  Labour Force characteristics

Conducted every three years in monthly round to capture seasonality.



1. Estimating Non Wage Income (NWI) in the LFS

Methodology



Methodology

1. Developed a regression model based on HIES 2016 data to

estimate NWI, using common variables (between LFS and

HIES) as predictors

2. Used the selected model to estimate NWI in LFS using the

LFS 2016 data

3. Tested validity of results using 2016 data (same sample

used for both surveys in 2016)

4. Repeated above steps1-2 using 2012/13 HIES and LFS

data to estimate and add NWI to LFS

5. Combined the two surveys using common variables



Statistical Technique Used to 

Estimate NWI in LFS 

Regression models tested:

ln 𝑌2 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 +⋯+ 𝛽22𝑥22 + 𝜖𝑖

𝑌2 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 +⋯+ 𝛽𝑘𝑥22 + 𝜖𝑖



Results

Variable Estimate
Std. 

Error
t value Pr(>|t|)

Sex HH Head

5.83 1.29 4.50 0.000

Other No

8.14 0.38 21.42 0.000

Is_Active_HH_Head

12.06 1.12 9.88 0.000

Is_Active median

9.24 1.14 8.08 0.000

AGRI INCOME HH

-0.0012 0.0001 -11.58 0.000

EMP INCOME HH

-0.0018 0.0001 -17.11 0.000

Table 1 - Model Parameters, their standard errors and p-values for 2016 model



Validation of estimates

ln 𝑌2 Transformation 𝑌2Transformation



Results: Main Outcome

• Estimated an additional variable (NWI) 

• Computed Total HH Income 

• Enabled the identification of poverty within the 

context of labour force characteristics in the LFS. 

Sample tabulations:

• Female headed HH by poverty status and secondary 

occupation status 

• Female headed HH by poverty status and number of hours 

worked per week (by head as well as all HH members)



2. Combined two datasets LFS (updated) and HIES 

using common variables

Methodology



Results: Secondary Outcome

Combining HIES with LFS: 
• increased the sample size (for identified 26 

common variables)

Integrating the two databases for poor HHs:
• provided supplementary space for women’s 

economic empowerment issues



Illustration on increased cell counts



Emerging issues on survey data
▪ Lack of common linking variables on sample surveys

makes combining data sources complicated.

▪ Inconsistency of the definitions, coverage, reference period

and frequency of sample surveys adds to the complexity.

▪ Small sample size of some population groups hinders

application of modeling for imputation of missing variables.

▪ Given the cost and respondent burden of sample surveys,

NSOs may consider switching to administrative data that

can provide more timely and frequent data with more

granularity.

▪ Maintaining consistency of questions, response categories,

and classifications across surveys facilitates data

integration.



Other challenges

• Lack of exposure and restrictions on analytical capacity

(mainly contributed by the work load entrusted to NSO by

different user communities)

• Constrains in recruiting, training and developing capacities

of staff at NSO level.

• Continue with the practice of producing data as and when

the government/agencies require

• Difficulties in bringing administrative records into valid data

structures with required properties
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